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Abstract
We examine the propagation of a laser beam through a liquid crystal polymer (LCP) layer us-
ing the nite-dierence time-domain (FDTD) method. Anchoring conditions on supporting
glass plates induce an orientational structure in the LCP between the plates. The orienta-
tion can deect energy away from the direction of propagation of the incident beam when
the optical axis or major director of a uniaxial medium is neither parallel nor orthogonal
to the incident beam. The maximum energy deection occurs when the angle between the
incident beam and the major director of the orientation is 45 degrees, but for spatially uni-
form orientations, polarization orthogonal to the plane containing the major director and
the propagation direction is unaected. We investigate how to overcome this by twisting the
anchoring alignment on the plates with respect to each other to generate a helical structure
in the orientation across the gap to deect all polarizations. We also examine the dierence
between the commonly used Leslie-Ericksen theory for the LCP, which assumes a uniaxial
orientation, and the more general Doi-Marrucci-Greco orientation tensor model, which allows
for both biaxial structures and oblate defect phases.
Keywords: Liquid crystal polymers, Laser propagation in anisotropic media, Finite-
Dierence Time-Domain method
Nomenclature
D = electric displacement eld
E = electric eld
H = magnetic eld
n = major director of the LCP orientation
" = permittivity tensor
"? = ordinary permittivity
"jj = extraordinary permittivity
I = identity tensor
h = gap width
0 = free space wavelength of the incident beam
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k? = ordinary wave number
k = eective extraordinary wave number
 = azimuthal director angle
 = elevation director angle
Introduction
Liquid crystal displays have become commonplace due to the dynamic controllability
of the anisotropic refractive indices of the liquid crystals. In our previous work in one-
dimensional systems [Choate and Zhou, 2011], we examined propagation of a plane wave
across a liquid crystal polymer (LCP) layer using the nite-dierence time-domain (FDTD)
method, and we paid special attention to the dependence of the transmitted intensity on
the orientation as controlled by the anchoring conditions on the supporting glass layers. In
this paper, we retain the one-dimensional heterogeneity in the orientation, but we move to a
three-dimensional electromagnetic system so that we can examine laser propagation across
an LCP layer. This allows us to examine the possibility of deecting the beam away from
the direction of propagation of the incident beam.
Motivated by a one-dimensional analytical calculation for plane waves in a homogeneous
anisotropic medium, we nd that a Gaussian beam can be deected if the anchoring orien-
tation is neither parallel nor orthogonal to the supporting plates. The maximum deection
occurs when the polarization of the incident beam matches the projection of the major di-
rector onto the supporting glass plates, but in this case, a dierent incident beam with an
orthogonal polarization will not be deected. We examine how to rotate the anchoring condi-
tions to induce a twisting helical structure in the orientation so that all incident polarizations
are deected.
Model setup and theory
We consider the propagation of Gaussian beam across an LCP medium. The incident
beam is a monochromatic wave with a wavelength of 0 = 633 nm. The waist of the Gaussian
beam has a radius of 1:50, and it propagates in the z-direction with the polarization of its
electric eld in the x-direction. The beam passes through a lower supporting glass plate at
z = 0, and then through an LCP layer of width h = 100, and then through a second glass
plate. In order to focus on the eect of the anisotropy of the LCP, we assign the relative
permittivity and relative permeability of the glass plates to be 1.
The inside surfaces of both glass plates are mechanically rubbed to impose anchoring
conditions that align the major director or optical axis n, the most preferred direction of the
alignment of the LCP molecules, which we model as high aspect ratio spheroids. If we use
dierent anchoring conditions on the two plates, we can create orientational structures across
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the LCP domain with gradients in the optical axes that can refract light in a controlled way.
In this paper, we assume uniform anchoring in the x- and y-directions so that the structure
varies only in the z-direction. We assume that the orientation is unaected by the passage
of the beam through it.
One of the goals of our research is to probe the dierences in the light propagation due
to the choice of model used to describe the structure of the molecular alignment imposed by
these anchoring conditions across the layer. Leslie-Ericksen (LE) continuum theory tries to
predict only the major director n(x), while the more complex Doi-Marrucci-Greco (DMG)
tensor theory also provides information about the shape of the orientational distribution
around that preferred direction through the second moment tensor M(x) of a molecular
probability density function [Wang, 2002]. This allows the DMG model to capture states
such as the defect states, including the isotropic case, in which there is no preferred direction
of alignment, and also biaxial cases in which the projections of the molecules onto the plane
orthogonal to the major director show a preference for a second direction. For the anchoring
conditions we examine in this paper, however, the biaxiality is negligible, and so eectively,
the DMG theory predicts that the second moment tensor isM = s0(nn  I3)+ I3 , where n is the








is the equilibrium order parameter for the nondimensional concentration parameter N , which
measures the strength of the excluded volume potential.
In LE theory, the orientation is described by a single unit vector eld n(x) called the
major director, which gives the average direction of the axes of symmetrym of the molecules
located at x. The molecules are assumed to have a fore-aft symmetry and so there is no
distinction between n and  n. In the absence of ow and neglecting reorientation by the
electromagnetic eld, n is governed by the steady-state equation [de Gennes and Proust,
1993]
0 = (I  nn)  r2n: (1)
We parameterize n with the azimuthal director angle  and the elevation director angle
 as
n(z) =
24 cos  cos cos  sin 
sin 
35 ; (2)
so that (1) becomes
r2 + sin  cos r  r = 0; (3)
r2   2 tan r  r = 0: (4)
The anchoring conditions supply the boundary conditions for these equations as (bottom;  bottom)
at the bottom plate (z = 0) and (top;  top) at the top plate (z = h). If we apply the same
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anchoring conditions on each plate, (bottom;  bottom) = (top;  top), then these extend across
the gap, and we have a homogeneous solution we denote by (0;  0). If bottom = top = 90
,
we have a homogeneous orientation that is orthogonal to the plates. If bottom = top = 0
,
we have parallel anchoring, and the director is parallel to the plates across the gap, with a
linear interpolation for  (z) between its anchoring conditions, which creates a helical struc-
ture called a twist. If bottom = top but not equal to either 0
 or 90, then in addition to a
possible twist in  (z), (z) can vary in what is known as a splay orientation.
The LCP orientation enters the electrodynamics through the anisotropic permittivity
tensor, which for the LE model is
"LE = "?I+"nn (5)
where " = "jj "?, for the extraordinary permittivity constant "jj for the direction parallel to
the major director and the ordinary permittivity constant "? for the orthogonal directions.
We adopt the permittivity values "jj = 2:89"0 and "? = 2:25"0 from [Hwang and Rey,
2005a,b, 2006]. The DMG permittivity tensor takes a similar form, "DMG = "?I + "M.
Both models assume the relative permeability is 1.
To solve Maxwell's equations, we use the Finite-Dierence Time-Domain (FDTD) method
to advance the electromagnetic eld [Taove and Hagness, 2005; Hwang and Rey, 2005a,b,
2006; Hwang, et al.; Kriezis and Elston, 1999, 2000]. This is due to its ability to handle
spatial gradients in the molecular orientation better than previous methods. Due to the
nature of the staggered grid used by the FDTD method to store some elements of D;E;
and H on the grid and others on the half-grid, care must be taken when we invert " in the









































and similar equations for the other eld components.
We use a scattered eld/total eld formulation to introduce the incident beam at the
lower boundary of the total eld region, and we use uniaxial perfectly matched layers to
truncate the computational domain without creating articial reections.
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Direct comparison of Leslie-Ericksen and Doi-Marrucci-Greco models
Before we solve the system for the propagation, there is one direct comparison of the LE
and DMG models to be made. If we apply the same anchoring conditions on both plates,
ntop = nbottom = n0, an arbitrary unit vector, then the LE theory yields "LE = "?I+"n0n0;
and the DMG theory gives










Here we can readily identify eective extraordinary and ordinary permittivities for the
DMGmodel as functions of the extraordinary and ordinary permittivities and the equilibrium
order parameter as










"eff = s0"; (12)
"effjj = "







Since s0 is a function of the concentration parameter N , the eective permittivities are also
functions of N . In the innite concentration limit, the eective permittivities approach the
LE values, which is consistent with the LE formulation being the innite concentration limit
of DMG theory. For nite concentrations in the nematic regime, the DMG model eectively
decreases the uniaxial anisotropy.
Motivation from 1D analytical solution
An important motivation is found by looking at the situation in which the same anchoring
conditions are applied at both the top and bottom plates so that the major director is
parameterized by the constant angles  0 and 0 as
n(z) =
24 cos 0 cos 0cos 0 sin 0
sin 0
35 : (14)
The plane waves supported by such a layer can be found analytically as
E = C?E? + CE; H = C?H? + CH; (15)
for the set of basis vectors
E? =
24   sin 0cos 0
0
35 ei(k?z !t); H? =r"?
0
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24   sin 0cos 0
0
35 ei(kz !t); (17)




, and "1 = "? cos2 0 + "jj sin2 0 and "2 =
q
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The important part of this is the overall factor of sin 0 cos 0 in the x- and y- components.
Thus, if energy is to be deected from the direction of propagation of the incident beam,
the anchoring major director cannot be either parallel or orthogonal to the incident beam.
Furthermore, it suggests the maximum deection would occur when the anchoring of major
director has 0  45. However, this assumes that C is nonzero. If the incident beam
polarized so that C = 0, then there is no deection.
Numerical results
We begin our numerical investigation by examining the isotropic case with the same
permittivity equal to the ordinary permittivity "? of the following anisotropic cases. The




) is shown in Figure 1. Under this scaling,
the peak intensity of the incident beam is 0.5, and in all of the following cases, we observed
a peak intensity of slightly less than one-half the peak intensity of the incident beam. Figure
1 also shows the anisotropic case but with the major director n is uniformly orthogonal
to the plates. That is, the extraordinary optical direction is aligned with the direction of
propagation of the incident beam, and in the plane orthogonal to the incident beam, the
anisotropic sample is eectively isotropic. The crosshairs show the peak of the incident
beam, and so neither the isotropic or the orthogonal cases show any beam deection. The
orthogonal case does however compress the prole of the beam slightly in the direction of
the polarization (the x-axis), but the cases are similar.
Next, we wanted to examine the eect of parallel anchoring (that is, anchoring orthogonal

























































Figure 1: Transmitted intensity of a Gaussian beam passing through an isotropic sample
with the same permittivity as the ordinary permittivity as the following anisotropic cases,
"? = 2:25"0, compared with the anisotropic case with orthogonal anchoring.
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with respect to the polarization of the incident beam. Figure 2 shows the (scaled) transmitted
intensity for orientations aligned with the polarization, rotated 45 from the polarization,
and aligned against the polarization. No case shows any deection. The prole is stretched
in the direction of the major director, but this eect is strongest when the major director is
aligned with the polarization and nonexistent when aligned against the polarization.
We also examined twisted orientations in which the major director is always parallel to the
plates across the gap, but the anchoring directors are orthogonal to each other. Eectively,
this type of twist exposes every possible incident polarization to be aligned with some portion
of the LCP layer. Figure 3 shows the transmitted intensity for the twists with  bottom = 0

to  top = 90
,  bottom = 90 to  top = 0, and  bottom =  45 to  top = 45. As we expected,
none of them show any deection although they do rotate the polarization.
Now, we apply tilted anchoring conditions that the analytical plane wave calculations
above suggest should show some beam deection. Figure 4 shows three cases with homoge-
neous orientations so that the major director is tilted 0 = 30
; 45, and 60 with respect to
the plates. All three show some deection with 45 showing the largest deection, with the
peak intensity approximately deecting 1.2 wavelengths from the path of the incident beam.
This occurs over a layer that is 10 wavelengths across. Our preliminary studies show that
the deection increases approximately linearly with the width of the layer.
However, for each of the homogeneous layers of tilted anchoring shown in Figure 4, the
projection of the major director onto the plane transverse to the direction of propagation
of the beam is aligned with the polarization. Figure 5 compares two cases of homogeneous
orientations that are tilted with 0 = 45
, one in which the projection of the major director
is aligned with the polarization and one in which the projection is orthogonal to the polar-
ization. In this second case, there is no deection. The farther the projection is from the
polarization, the less the beam will deect.
This can be overcome by twisting the anchoring conditions 90 with respect to each other
so that any polarization will be aligned with the projection of the major director at some
point across the layer. Thus, any incident beam will be deected to some degree. Figure 6
shows twists with  bottom = 0
 to  top = 90,  bottom = 90 to  top = 0, and  bottom =  45
to  top = 45
 combined with the tilted anchoring conditions bottom = top = 45. All of
these heterogeneous orientations will deect any polarization, but for each of them, some
polarizations will be more deected than others, and no polarization will be deected as much
as the homogeneous tilted anchoring from Figure 4. In addition to deecting the beam, the
twisted structures can rotate the polarization of the incident beam. Figure 7 shows the Ex
and Ey components across the layer for the case with  bottom = 0
 to  top = 90. It initially
matches the polarization of the incident beam and then rotates to be polarized with the

























































































Figure 2: Homogeneous orientations with parallel anchoring aligned with the polarization
( 0 = 0

























































































































































































Figure 4: Transmitted intensities of homogeneous orientations with anchoring tilted 0 =


































































































































































































































































Figure 7: Slices of Ex and Ey across the layer for tilted anchoring with bottom = top = 45

and twisting from  bottom = 0
 to  top = 90. This orientation both deects of the Gaussian
beam and also the rotates of its polarization from Ex to Ey.
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Conclusions and future work
We can deect a beam with a liquid crystal polymer layer if the anchoring conditions induce
an angle between the major director and the direction of propagation of the incident beam
that is neither parallel nor orthogonal. The maximum deection occurs approximately when
this angle is approximately 45 and aligned with the polarization of the beam. All beams
can be deected if the anchoring directors are twisted 90 with respect to each other. We are
continuing this preliminary work in order to nd the exact values of the anchoring conditions
to maximize the deection both of a homogeneous system with the director aligned with
the polarization and also for the twisted structure that can deect all beams. We also
wish to examine the eect of the thickness of the layer. Also, stacked layers of dierent
homogeneous orientations rotated with respect to each other may show a way to combine
the larger deection of a homogeneous orientation with the ability of a twisted structure to
deect all beams. Additionally, we would like to study three-dimensional variations in the
orientation including radial distributions and also biaxial structures.
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